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Image recaptured from a high-resolution LED screen or a good quality printer is di�cult to distinguish from its original
counterpart. �e forensic community paid less attention to this type of forgery than to other image alterations such as splicing,
copy-move, removal, or image retouching. It is signi�cant to develop secure and automatic techniques to distinguish real and
recaptured images without prior knowledge. Image manipulation traces can be hidden using recaptured images. For this reason,
being able to detect recapture images becomes a hot research topic for a forensic analyst. �e attacker can recapture the
manipulated images to fool image forensic system. As far as we know, there is no prior research that has examined the pros and
cons of up-to-date image recaptured techniques.�emain objective of this survey was to succinctly review the recent outcomes in
the �eld of image recaptured detection and investigated the limitations in existing approaches and datasets. �e outcome of this
study provides several promising directions for further signi�cant research on image recaptured detection. Finally, some of the
challenges in the existing datasets and numerous promising directions on recaptured image detection are proposed to dem-
onstrate how these di�culties might be carried into promising directions for future research. We also discussed the existing image
recaptured datasets, their limitations, and dataset collection challenges.

1. Introduction

Recaptured image forensics has received a lot of interest in
the �eld of multimedia forensics during the last few years.
Furthermore, with the easy availability of high-resolution
cameras and liquid crystal displays, images can be easily
recreated by trying to recapture LCD panels or printing
using a digital camera, as well as high-resolution printers. An

attacker may try to recapture a faked image in order to reveal
�aws and increase its legitimacy. A decade ago, a survey of
recapture image detection was focused on in the literature.
Images recaptured detection from a printed version of single
acquired photographs have been used in a number of in-
vestigations. [1–4]. In [5], secularity of recaptured photo-
graphs is investigated, as nearby light re�ects on
photographic paper during the reconquering procedure.�e
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authors presented an approach based on a colour vision
re�ectance concept that models the di�use and spectacular
component of a scene’s surface re�ectance. A cascaded
dichromatic framework has been developed for the identi-
�cation of printed restore photographs. When an image is
received from a printed photograph, the specularity com-
ponent varies due to the surface structure and composition
of the paper on which the photograph is printed. �e
original image depicts a Laplacian-type distribution,
whereas the recaptured photographs depict the Rayleigh
type. �e Markov-based strategy described in [4] is another
method for distinguishing printed recaptured photographs
from actual ones. In Kose and Dugelay [4], the author
presents a method to detect capture and recapture images
using diverse features such as noise features, texture features,
histogram, and colour features. In recent years, image
forgery detection [6] has received a lot of attention as a way
to validate the authenticity of digital photographs by
detecting certain intrinsic image regularities or frequent
modi�cation anomalies. �e way to acquire recaptured
images is shown in Figure 1.

Almost all of the current solutions in this �eld are based
on attributes that are designed to detect one or more speci�c
alterations made to a photograph during the recapturing
process. One of the most important alternations is the ali-
asing-like distortion. �e most common feature used to
detect this distortion is local binary pattern (LBP) descriptor
and its variants [7–9]. In [7, 10], the author used two di-
mensions to recognize the type of distortion and used the
discrete Fourier transform of the noise residual and the
cyclostationarity hypothesis. Another important alteration is
blurriness. Existing features for this alternation include
multiscale wavelet statistics [7, 9], histogram of image local
di�erence [7], and the dictionary approximation error of
edge pro�les [11]. In addition, colour distortion also has
been considered. �e proposed features include colour
moments [7, 11] and chromatic covariance matrix [12]. �e
studies in [7, 13] are found on the idea that real scene and
recaptured images have di�erent noise distributions, and
thus, the noise level for recaptured image identi�cation is
evaluated using these distributions. Meanwhile, compres-
sion artefact has been used for recaptured image detection

[14–16]. However, JPEG compressed photographs are the
only ones that work. Further artefact-irrelevant image sta-
tistics-based features such as correlation coe�cients [14, 17]
and co-occurrence matrices [18] extracted from the residual
image are used for detection. In [12], the author used a local
ternary count histogram of residual maps for recaptured
image detection. At last, some deep learning-based methods
also have been proposed as detailed explanation have been
added in Section 3.

As far as we are aware, this is the �rst comprehensive
review of recaptured image detecting techniques in multi-
media forensics. In this study, we have examined the existing
approaches, their performance, strengths, and drawbacks.
We also listed potential future research directions and
pointed out how these issues could be turned into research
opportunities. We have also suggested some of the current
research terms and directions.

�e following is a summary of our work. �e prior work
is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, machine and deep
learning-based approaches and their limitations have been
discussed. In Section 4, we explored and investigated some of
the very common features introduced in recaptured images.
Section 5 describes the datasets, limitations of the current
datasets, and challenges in collecting or generating recap-
tured image datasets. In Section 5, the limitations of present
approaches are explored, as well as prospective research
projects.

2. Related Work

Over the past few years, numerous image recaptured de-
tection techniques have been developed. In [4, 19], the
authors have discussed the detection of image recaptured
from printed materials such as printers by exploiting the
dithering and specularity e�ects, respectively. �ese
methods can recognize a recaptured image print based on its
specularity or the printer’s dithering characteristics.

Some researchers have developed di�erent techniques to
detect images recaptured from both printers and LCD
screens [7, 12, 20]. �ey provide a framework based on
numerous aspects associated with recaptured images, in-
cluding aliasing, noise, blurriness, chromaticity, colour,
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Figure 1: Flow chart of image recapture process.
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image contrast, and sharpness, as well as the nonlinearity of
the tone response curve.

It was also investigated how to identify photographs
acquired from an LCD monitor. By Cao and Kot [7], image
recaptured detection is proposed using a detector based on
specific aspects of recaptured images. Local binary pattern
characteristics were assessed at several levels to recognize the
fine texture pattern that occasionally appeared in recaptured
photographs. 1e loss of information in the recaptured
photographs is identified using a multiscale wavelet de-
composition with the mean and standard deviation of the
absolute wavelet coefficients as features that is because of the
monitor’s low display resolution in comparison with the
image sensor on the camera. Twenty-one different colour
attributes are used to detect an apparent increase in satu-
ration in the colours of the image that was recaptured. In the
end, the result of each detector is put into a conditional SVM
classifier that has been trained.

Later in 2012, Yin and Fang [13] used the MBFDF
technique to detect and recognize double JPEG com-
pression in images recaptured from LCD panels. 1ree
different wavelet transformations were used to denoise the
image and statistical metrics. From the histogram of the
recoverable noise residuals, mean, variance, skewness,
and kurtosis were calculated. 1eir findings demonstrate
that the suggested features are useful in detecting pho-
tograph copying from LCD monitors. In [7], the author
trains an SVM classifier to categorize photographs taken
from LCD monitors using a feature set with 136 di-
mensions as the output. Blurriness, texture, noise, and
colour attributes are used to create their descriptors.
When the features are merged, they claim to have 97.2
percent detection accuracy when applied to a dataset of
recaptured photographs taken with smartphone cameras.
In their dataset, they used the following photographs [12].
1e images are low in resolution and quality due to the low
resolution and quality of the smartphone cameras utilized
to complete the recapture. Ng et al. [20] categorized
photographic and photo-realistic computer animation
photographs. 1ey found that PRCG images captured
through LCD monitors were more complicated to identify
than recaptured images from original one. Facial spoofing
attacks include a person mimicking another person who is
allowed by the system to get around a face authentication
mechanism. A tablet computer can display a qualified
person’s image or video, which can subsequently be
submitted to the authentication procedure, where it is
captured by the system’s digital camera. In [22], face
spoofing was investigated. Some of the approaches uti-
lized deep learning-based techniques to address the
problem of recaptured image detection in multimedia
forensics. Most of the prior approaches are based on
characteristics that try to detect one or more specific
changes introduced during the photograph recapture
process. Most of the prior discussed conventional ap-
proaches use handcrafted features and need prior
knowledge of designers and cannot take advantage of big
data. Deep learning approaches allow us to autonomously
extract and categorize information in a unique network

architecture using deep learning methods. 1e evolu-
tionary development of image recaptured detection tra-
ditional and deep learning frameworks is illustrated in
Figure 2.

3. Deep Learning and Machine Learning-
Based Approaches

Recently, deep learning achieved significant attention in
many fields [11, 23–28]. 1e majority of earlier solutions
attempted to reflect the statistical aspects of the recaptured
images with handcrafted features. By understanding the
attributes of the image, the deep learning framework can
recognize photographs with distinct qualities automatically
without human instructions. Only a few studies have been
carried out to address the problem of detecting a recaptured
image from its original utilizing machine learning-based
algorithms. In [4], the author proposed an effective CNN
framework with the Laplacian filter layer signal enhance-
ment layer to classify recaptured images from their original
one. 1e proposed method achieved an accuracy of more
than 95% for numerous image size databases. In their
network, the signal enhancement layer plays an important
role to strengthen the difference between captured and
original images. In the same year another work by Choi et al.
was carried out [29]. In their framework, the author ex-
amines the traces introduced during the recapture process to
distinguish recaptured images from original acquired images
using a basic CNN. After some successful approaches, there
are various practical applications and prospects that require
further examination using deep learning-based approaches
for real-world applications, which we will discuss in our
feature research direction section. Some of the existing pros
and cons of machine learning-based techniques are explored
below.

In 2021, Hussain et al. [22] introduced a deep learning
method for detecting double JPEG compression based on
raw DCT coefficients as input to the CNN. 1e author
deployed a DCT layer at the input of the CNN to extract the
DCT coefficients from the input images and then feed the
coefficients as input to the CNN. 1e proposed method
achieved state-of-the art performance for the detection of
small size blocks, especially for the scenario where
QF1>QF2. 1e number of approaches made over the past
few years is listed in Figure 3.

Yang et al. [31] develop a deep learning algorithm for
recaptured image detection as shown in below figure. 1e
proposed algorithms cannot fully extract useful information
since recapturing process induces not only high-frequency
information loss but also colour distortions. However, di-
rectly employing the Laplacian filter may remove such
valuable information, which is very helpful in image
recapturing detection. 1e architecture of the proposed
network is shown in Figure 4.

In Li et al. [36], the author proposed a deep learning
framework that used preprocessing filter at the input of the
CNN because of it the CNN is a lake of end-to-end feature
extraction from the input images. Secondly, the suggested
network is too shallow, with only three Conv layers, and it is
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also too slow since the FC layers are too large as shown in
Figure 5.

Zhu et al. [37]: the proposed method calculated LBP
coding maps of all the input patches before feeding into the
CNN and claim that the proposed method achieved better
detection accuracy as compared to other cutting-edge ap-
proaches, but using LBP as pro-processing at the input
rather than integrating the LBP feature extraction process
into CNN architecture as a learnable layer led to degrading
the end-to-end feature capability of the CNN. �e proposed
network architecture with detailed parameters is shown in
Figure 6.

Choi et al. [29]: this was the �rst CNN-based technique
for image recaptured detection (as illustrated in Figure 7).
�e proposed CNN checks each image block by block to
determine whether it has been recaptured. As a result, the

proposed approach is much slower and complex than the
deep learning-based voting systems, which are employed for
the �nal choice based on the block unit results. Secondly, in
the hazy and �at areas, some erroneous detection occurred
as the blurriness e�ect introduced by recapture operation is
not clear in these regions.

4. Features of Recaptured Images

�is section contains some of the most common features
exploited in recaptured images during the recaptured pro-
cess. Images have been recaptured from an LCD panel or
from a printer introducing unexpected artefacts, which are
divided into four distinct categories such as aliasing, blur-
riness, noised, and illumination nonuniformity.

4.1. Aliasing. Aliasing is one of the most command image
distortion e�ects, which is caused by sampling an image at
too low rate. It is dominant for lines having gentle and sharp
slopes as shown in Figure 8, which is present in digital
camera images when the scene contains details with very
high frequency or insu�ciently band limited [18, 34]. One of
the approaches to detect images recaptured from LCD
screen is to look for aliasing artefacts caused by themonitor’s
pixel grid being sampled. As we all know, aliasing is com-
monly referred to as chroma moiré in digital cameras. �e
cameras are available with a colour �lter array or colour �lter
mosaic [35]. �e colour channels of those cameras are
typically sampled at lower frequency than the image sensor’s
initial frequency. Post-processing approaches are ine�ective
in removing aliasing artefacts. As a result, aliasing can be
used to detect recapture images as a feature. Despite the
presence of aliasing artefacts in the recaptured images, the
2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) noise residuals show
peaks in the 2D spectrum. Identi�cation of the peaks in noise
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Figure 2: Evolutionary development of image recaptured detection framework.
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residuals might be helpful for the identi�cation of recap-
tured images.

4.2. Blurriness. Natural landscapes contain many di�erent
edges, each with its own level of complexity and contrast.

Natural scenes have a wide range of sharpness and contrast
in their edges. �e acquisition process in a digital camera
imparts a certain degree of blur, or distortion, into the image
when it captures a scene as shown in Figure 9. �is happens
even if the camera focused on the image perfectly at the
moment of capture. When the lens aperture diameter is
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extremely small, the latter is used. Sharpening, contrast
enhancement, and CFA demosaicing are examples of in-
ternal camera processing that might cause more distortion.
For the most part, the blur characteristics are speci�c to the
camera at the moment of acquisition. One way for char-
acterizing the blur is to use the capture device’s point spread
function (PSF). In reality, determining a device’s PSF is
di�cult; thus, the LSF is utilized instead. A one-dimensional
function that corresponds to the �rst derivative of the edge
spread function is known as a line spread function [37]. �e
�rst derivative of a slanted edge test target’s edge pro�les
taken with the camera may be measured and statistically
combined to make a model of the smearing pattern caused
by the camera [38].

4.3. Noise. �e two main types of noise associated with
photographs acquired with a digital camera under normal
and high levels of scene light are temporal noise, which is
dominated by shot noise, and photo-response nonunifor-
mity (PRNU) noise, which dominates �xed pattern noise.
�e distribution of image noise in the recaptured image is
in�uenced by the noise characteristics of the recapture
camera, the brightness level of the LCD, the capture distance,
and the scene content. �e noise characteristics of the
camera used to photograph the original image are likely to be
present in the recaptured image due to the blurring e�ect
induced by the recapture process, but they will be band-
limited. �e unique PRNU �ngerprint of the image sensor
has been discovered to be a highly e�ective approach for
identifying the source camera from a shot or a series of
photographs [39]. Figure 10 is shown an example of noise
artefacts due to bad stitching.

4.4. Contrast, Colour, and Illumination Nonuniformity.
�e light emitted by the LCD screen can signi�cantly reduce
the image detection, contrast, and saturation of a recaptured
image, yet the colour of �nely recaptured images appears to
be di�erent from their original images. �e contrast and
colour properties of a picture can be calculated as a dis-
tinguishing characteristic. Before recapture, the LCD
monitor is calibrated and the white point of the recapture
camera is adapted to the white point of the LCD monitor to
avoid colour balance issues in a recaptured image. In
recaptured images with signi�cant areas of low texture, a
brightness gradient may be visible.

5. Existing Databases and Dataset
Collection Challenges

It is an important to compare numerous proposed methods
in a fair way. As we all know, a fair comparison allows
researchers to swiftly receive information on the perfor-
mance, bene�ts, and drawbacks of the individual approach,
as well as fully comprehend the study problem. A public
image dataset is an important aspect in providing such a
comparison platform for image processing and machine
learning research. Recapturing an image display on a digital
LCD screen inadvertently often resulted in poor image
quality. One of the big challenges in image recaptured de-
tection is to collect a good quality image dataset because it
may easily see certain obvious artefacts in the poor-quality
sample, such as texture patterns in recaptured images, loss of
small details, and colour degradation. Such low-quality
recaptured images are usually useless, and they may be easily
identi�ed by human eyes.�ere are just a handful of publicly
available datasets with a limited number of samples.

5.1. �e Dataset Used in [40]. �e dataset consists of 160
digital images in the TIF format with �xed width of 2048
pixels. �e dataset consists of 100 recaptured and 60 cap-
tured images. �ree distinct digital cameras are utilized to
provide 20 photographs for individual device in the single
capture group. 5 distinct permutations of recapture chains

Aliasing effect

Figure 8: Aliasing e�ect.

Figure 9: Blur artefacts [36].

Figure 10: Noise artefacts [30].
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were used to create the recaptured photographs, resulting in
20 images for each group.

5.2. Recaptured Image Dataset (ROSE) [7]. In this dataset, 6
distinct camera brands were used to record 2000 natural
photographs and 2700 �nely recaptured images using 6
di�erent camera brands. �e sizes of the images range from
2272 by 1704 pixels to 4256 by 2832 pixels. �e images are in
JPG and BMP formats. In the ROSE dataset, we observed
dominant artefacts caused by aliasing. Table 1 shows the
summary of ROSE dataset.

5.3. ICL-COMMSP Database [11]. �e images in the ICL
dataset were taken in strictly controlled conditions with a
certain distance between the LCD screen and the camera.
�e loss of details artefacts occurs in the ICL dataset [11].
One of the limitations of the ICL dataset is the loss-of-the-
detail artefact that occurs in the ICL database. �e detailed
description of captured and uncaptured images is shown in
Table 1.

5.4. ASTAR Image Dataset [41]. Because smartphones rep-
resent the medium to low end of the consumer photography
industry, this dataset describes the picture dataset captured
by a smartphone device. Dataset contains real scene and
recaptured images in pair. �is dataset consists of images
taken from printed paper and digital screen. �e limitation
of the ASTAR database, loss-of-the-detail artefacts, texture
artefacts, and even the artefacts caused by illumination and
lighting re�ection appear due to the uncontrolled capturing
condition.

5.5. Recaptured Image Dataset [14]. In this dataset, 608 real-
world photographs and 589 recaptured images were col-
lected using �ve separate cameras with front and back
cameras. �e dataset comprises indoor (o�ces and homes)
and out scene. �e scale of the recreated photographs is
smaller than the genuine images, which is one of the
dataset’s limitations.

5.6. Dataset in [12]. �e dataset consists of 1035 single
captured images captured using nine separate cameras; a
total of 115 photographs were obtained by each camera. A
total of 2520 recaptured images are collected by recapturing
every single image in the collection of single captured
photographs using eight separate cameras.

5.7. Dataset in [31]. �is dataset is based on the picture
databases available in [6, 7] by central cropping. �e size of
the images is 512× 512 pixels. �ere are a total of 20000
photographs in the database, with 10,000 originals and
10,000 recaptures. �is dataset is not publicly accessible to
the scholars.

5.8. Dataset Collection Challenges. One of the big challenges
in recaptured image data collection is to set the camera
settings as part of such an environment with a huge number
of customizable variables, the LCD settings, and the sur-
rounding conditions. Without considering all the control-
lable settings, it might be easy to notice some obvious
artefacts in the recaptured images. Such low-quality images
are meaningless, and human eyes can clearly discern them.
Limitations in existing datasets have been addressed in the
previous subsections. Some of the existing dataset and
number of images for each dataset are shown in Figure 11.
�e evolution of deep learning-based analysis framework is
also presented in Figure 2.

6. Conclusion, Challengers, and
Future Directions

�is is the �rst comprehensive review of recaptured image
detecting techniques that we are aware of. We provide a
complete assessment of existing image recaptured detection
frameworks in this research. We looked at the tactical
foundations of the techniques to see how well they per-
formed, as well as their strengths and weaknesses. We also
compared authorized image recaptured methods to show
how these issues might be turned into lucrative future re-
search opportunities. �e current state of our knowledge
suggests current research trends and directions.

Table 1: Dataset detail explanation.

Database Label Number Format Size

NTU ROSE Recaptured 2776 JPG [1536× 2048–2448× 3264]
Real scene 2712 JPG, BMP [600× 800–3312× 4416]

ICL-COMMSP Recaptured 1440 PNG [1326×1778–1522× 2286]
Real scene 900 JPG [1932× 2576–3648× 5472]
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Prior techniques have the disadvantage of being diffi-
cult to adapt to environmental changes.1e introduction of
new technology in capturing or displaying devices, for
example, may alter the properties of recaptured images.1e
procedures should be redesigned to cope with the changes
in such a scenario or a new environment. Table 2 provides a
clear comparison and analysis of the advantages and dis-
advantages of the existing recaptured image detection
approaches.

Machine and deep learning-based image recaptured
detection methods offer solutions to numerous conventional
approaches to problems that are tough to solve. Although
prior discussed algorithms have some limitations and
challenges, they are not well addressed at the moment. In
this study, we conducted an extensive survey to identify
current issues in image recapture detection and the benefits

and drawbacks of current methods for researchers con-
cerned with the development of deep learning frameworks
for image recapture detection techniques.

As a result, it really needs to investigate these issues
using deep learning and machine learning methodologies.
We also highlighted several intrinsic future research areas
and evolutions in machine learning and deep learning that
could be useful for prospective solutions to present
difficulties.

(i) 1ere are only few machines and deep learning-
based approaches that have addressed the problem
of image recapture detection as we have men-
tioned in Section 3. We still need more deep
learning algorithms with theoretical support and
neural networks, such as Bayesian and RNN.1en,

Table 2: Comparison between different image recaptured detection algorithms.

Author Year Distortions (alterations) Features Limitations

Yu et al. [19] 2008 Rayleigh-like distribution,
dithering patterns

Physical modeling of a
recapturing process

1e model performance is not good in
planar surfaces in generic scenes

Gao et al. [12] 2010 Colour distortions
Statistics-based features,
chromaticity covariance

matrix

Degradation process directly by the
application of mathematical models

Cao and Kot [7] 2010 Aliasing-like distortions’ colour
distortion, blurriness

Blurriness, texture, noise, and
colour features

1e network performance is not good
enough

Ke et al. [42] 2013 Texture, colour noise, difference
histogram

Histogram of image local
difference, colour moments

Feature extraction becomes more and more
cumbersome

Muammar and
Dragotti [20] 2013 Noise residual features Used 2DFT of noise residual

and theory of cyclostationarity
1is method works only for aliasing-free

image datasets
Zhai et al. [8] 2013 Texture features Based on texture features Only texture feature has been considered
Mahdian et al.
[43] 2015 Aliasing-like distortions Used 2DFT of noise residual

and theory of cyclostationarity
Images with dark content create detection

challenge

1ong et al. [14] 2015 Aliasing and blurriness Dictionary approximation
error of edge profiles

Performance is degrading with Kodak
camera images

Ni et al. [44] 2015 Colour distortions Features of colour moments
and DCT coefficients

1is method is only effective for JPEG
images that are compressed images

Yang et al. [31] 2016 Extract features from dataset
using a CNN Used CNN algorithm

Laplacian filter layer removes valuable
information such as colour, which is very
helpful in image recapturing detection

Samaraweera
et al. [45] 2016 Texture, HSV colour, and

blurriness Used SVM classifier Only used images taken by back-facing
camera

Yang et al. [16] 2017 Quality-aware feature and
histogram feature

Compression artefacts have
been used

1is method only works for JPEG
compressed images

Li et al. [18] 2017
Co-occurrence matrices

extracted from the residual image
are used for detection

Support vector machine and
ensemble classifier

Proposed network performance is not very
high

Choi et al. [29] 2017 Extract features from dataset
using a CNN CNN-based approach Proposed network use only fewer

convolutional layers

Li et al. [32] 2017 Aliasing distortion and noise
artefacts

Convolution and recurrent
neural network-based

Large fully connected layers increase the
model complexity

Sun et al. [9] 2018 Wavelet characteristics and noise
characteristics

Mean value, variance, and
skewness, extract noise image

using LBP

1e images have not been tested on
different image formats

Zhu and Li [17] 2018 Structure distortions Enhanced residual-based
correlation coefficients Only work for JPEG compressed images

Zhu et al. [33] 2019 LBP-coded maps LBP features Fixed filter layer at the input may ignore
some useful information

Anjum and Islam
[1] 2019 Exploit recapture and original

image edge profile to classify it

An image’s edge profile can be
used to determine its structural

level

Only consider edge profile and proposed
method cannot identify images obtain from

different media

8 Mobile Information Systems



they used them to combat deep learning image
recapture detection.

(ii) 1e development of deep learning image recapture
detecting methods that do not require human in-
volvement is investigated.
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